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Thriller ★★★★✩



Cinema



The Debt Avatar’s Sam Worthington is back as one of three Israeli secret agents



H



Universal



Twentieth Century Fox



elen Mirren (bottom photo) plays a retired agent who is famous for killing a Nazi war criminal in her youth. But the public version of events is a lie. And now, 30 years later, her secrets are in danger of being revealed ... The Debt is an excellent remake of an Israeli film about three Mossad  agents with a dark secret. But I had to ask myself why the French title is L’Affaire Rachel Singer and not simply La Dette. With a title like that, not many people will make the effort to go and see it. And that’s a shame. ■ * L’Affaire Rachel Singer



London Boulevard



Romantic drama ★★✩✩✩



Water for Elephants



British gangster film with Colin Farrell and Keira Knightley



T



Twentieth Century Fox



his film is a lot like Titanic. The hero (Robert Pattinson) is goodlooking and in love with a woman (Reese Witherspoon) who is already attached to another man. And it is set in the past – 1931, to be exact.There is also a disaster in which lots of people die. Really, all the film needs is a ship. Instead, it has an elephant – not quite the same, but it’s still big! Water for Elephants* begins with one of the lovers as an old person remembering the past – not as a passenger on the Titanic, but as a member of the Barzini Circus in 1931. “Barzini in 1931?” a young man
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VOCABULARY alone: seul climax: point culminant difficult: difficile enough (to be ...): être suffisant



asks him, “But that was … the biggest circus disaster ever!”



Unbelievable ending



Perhaps I am alone in this, but I found it hard to take the idea of “a big circus disaster” seriously. It just doesn’t have the same tragic power as the sinking of the Titanic. Indeed, when the climax comes and we see the disaster, it is more unbelievable than tragic. If you are a fan of Robert Pattinson, it will be probably be enough to make the film worth going to see. I can think of no other reason. ■ * De L’eau pour les elephants



ever: de tous les temps hard: difficile power: puissance ship: bateau sinking: naufrage worth: valoir la peine



C



olin Farrell is a great Irish actor. Unfortunately, here he plays an East London criminal and his performance, notably his accent, is not very credible. Mitchell (Farrell) is released from prison after three years and, determined to lead an honest life, finds a job as a handyman to a recluse actress (Knightley). But soon Mitchell’s old criminal friends tempt him back to a life of crime. With an all-star cast, London Boulevard should be a big hit. Sadly, it is not clear what the film is trying to be. Is it a thriller, a black comedy  , a love story or a redemption film? The urban atmosphere of East London is recreated perfectly, however. But with too many clichés in the script, these talented actors can’t perform miracles. ■



VOCABULARY all-star cast: distribution composée de stars handyman: homme à tout faire lie: mensonge



release: libérer retired: retraité reveal: révéler shame: dommage youth: jeunesse



Metropolitan



Robert Pattinson stars in this love story that ends in disaster



Crime drama ★★★✩✩



Black comedy: L’humour noir.



Une forme d’humour qui souligne avec cruauté et désespoir l’absurdité du monde.



Mossad: Agence
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de renseignement israélienne qui recouvre les opérations spéciales et la lutte antiterroriste.



06/01/12 13:08



The Help



An espionage parody from the actor who gave us Mr Bean ... sequel to the 2003 James Bond parody, Rowan Atkinson (famous as Mr Bean) is back as the incompetent British secret agent Johnny English. Although the original film was likeable and had some very funny moments, the comedy here is predictable and unoriginal. A major problem is that the character of Johnny English keeps changing – one minute he is a complete fool, and the next minute he is suave and in control. One imagines that Atkinson, a comic actor, couldn’t resist the temptation of playing a more Bond-like character. As a result, the whole idea feels like a vanity project. ■ *Johnny English le retour



This story about segregation in America’s South in the 1960s is a little too “light”



A



Disney



Drama ★★✩✩✩



Real Steel



Comedy ★★✩✩✩



The third version of this classic science-fiction thriller is full of surprises
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ood books are often said to make bad films. So Lionel Shriver’s criticallyacclaimedLet’sTalk About Kevin is not an obvious candidate for a film adaptation. It is the story of a mother whose son, Kevin, has murdered many of his classmates in a massacre similar to that of Columbine high



school. It is an intimate, first-person dissection of a dysfunctional family. Tilda Swinton is excellent as Kevin’s tor tured m o t h er , c o n s t a nt l y reviewing moments from his childhood and asking herself if she was to blame for what he did. It’s not an enjoyable two hours, but it is powerful and intelligently directed. ■



VOCABULARY although: bien que character: personnage explode: exploser fool: imbécile frenzy: frénésie



Studio Canal



likeable: agréable missing (be ...): manquer octopus: pieuvre predictable: prévisible sequel: suite tense: tendu



Real Steel is the classic American film about family and redemption. The robot underdog who rises through the ranks to earn respect represents Jackman’s character: an alcoholic drifter who wins his son’s love. A little predictable? Maybe. But Jackman is ideal in the lead role following his X-Men days, and the special effects are stunning. Most memorable though is Dakota Goyo, 12, who plays Max. As Jackman said at the film’s Paris premiere, Goyo is a “revelation.” ■ VOCABULARY childhood: enfance classmate: camarade de classe critically-acclaimed: bien accueilli par la critique



drifter: vagabond obvious: évident powerful: puissant, émouvant predictable: prévisible prize fighter: boxeur qui gagne des prix



Disney



Zero to hero



sure who is human and who might suddenly explode in a frenzy of tentacles and start eating the others. Not surprisingly, that makes relations between the scientists a little tense. This version of The Thing is not as good as Carpenter’s – a lot of the dark humour is missing – but it is exciting and, most importantly, it resists the temptation to concentrate on special effects, preferring the human story. Great fun! ■



Vanity project: projet ou travail



d’un artiste narcissique.



G



Action ★★★★✩



It’s ten years in the future, and Charlie (Hugh Jackman) is an ex-boxer trying to make money in a new sport: robot boxing. After the death of his ex-girlfriend, he discovers he has a son, Max. A boxing fan, Max comes to live with his dad, and together they repair an old robot, Atom, who becomes their prize fighter.



Universal



The Thing T



A powerful film based on a bestselling book



Hugh Jackman stars in this touching film about a father, his son and their robot!



Sci-fi horror ★★★★✩



he action takes place in an Arctic research base where scientists have discovered an alien ship and an extra-terrestrial that has been frozen in the ice for 100,000 years. Unfortunately, as they discover, this does not mean that the alien is dead … As in John Carpenter’s 1982 version of The Thing, the alien here is a kind of giant spider-octopus-vegetable hybrid. It kills and then perfectly imitates its victims. Soon, none of the scientists are



his is a fictional story about a white woman who interviews black servants  in 1960s Mississippi. She then publishes a book about their lives (also called The Help) which becomes a bestseller and advances the cause of civil rights. I have a problem with that. Perhaps I am wrong, but it seems like a Disney-like version of the Civil Rights Movement. This is a feel-good movie with little sense of the terrible violence and injustice that was common for African Americans in the southern states . It’s watchable, pretty and well-acted. But there’s something about the film that doesn’t feel quite right. ■ * La couleur des sentiments



Diaphana



T



Drama ★★★★✩



Cinema



Johnny English Reborn



We Need To Talk About Kevin



rise through the ranks: gravir les échelons servant: domestique stunning: stupéfiant underdog: perdant well-acted: bien joué



Columbine high school: la fusillade du lycée



de Columbine s’est produite le 20 avril 1999. Douze élèves et un professeur y ont perdu la vie.



Southern states:
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au 19 siècle, les États du Sud, dont le Mississippi, étaient opposés à l’abolition de l’esclavage. e
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Cinema



BEN GRAFTON



This New York crime comedy forgets one thing ... humour en Stiller is the manager of a Manhattan skyscraper full of luxury apartments. When the pension fund for everyone in the building is stolen by a Wall Street financier who lives in the penthouse, Stiller decides to get the money back by breaking into the apartment. Not being a criminal, he asks a childhood friend and thief (Eddie Murphy) for help. The burglary of the penthouse is certainly silly, but not very funny – indeed, there are very few jokes for a film that’s supposed to be a comedy. The best moments are those when Téa Leoni appears as an FBI agent – unfortunately, that’s not very often. ■ RM



B
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On the Ice



Comedy ★★✩✩✩
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Johnny Depp plays writer Hunter S. Thompson in this hedonistic film



T



his is not the first time Johnny Depp has played the role of writer Hunter S.Thompson.The last time, in Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (Las Vegas parano), Depp played an eccentric, drugfuelled version of him. Now, in The Rum Diary*, Depp is a more modest, believable writer whose addiction to alcohol and women doesn’t stop us



identifying with him. The film, however, struggles to create an identity for itself: at times its fast pace and action-romance justifies the style of its famously louche subject. Other times, you ask yourself the merits of spending two hours watching a multimillionaire pretend he doesn’t have the money to buy more rum. It has its moments, but you could just wait for the film to come out on DVD. ■ BG *Rhum Express



pension fund: fonds de pension penthouse: appartement de luxe au dernier étage purchase: achat ransom: rançon



Drama ★★★★✩



Two teenage boys who have to keep a terrible secret from their Inuit community in Alaska



days and every purchase is calculated in terms of minutes and hours. As an allegory of capitalism, In Time is a little facile, but it’s still a fun movie. It soon turns from sciencefiction to thriller as Justin Timberlake, playing a poor man, kidnaps a rich man’s daughter (Amanda Seyfried), and demands a thousand years in ransom. Before long, the pair fall in love and go on a crime spree, robbing banks to steal time and give it to the poor.There’s great chemistry between Timberlake and Seyfried and the pace never slows. ■ RM *Time Out



VOCABULARY age: vieillir break in: cambrioler burglary: cambriolage chemistry: alchimie pace: rythme



The Rum Diary



*Le casse de Central Park



W



Universal Pcitures



W



Comedy ★★★✩✩



Drama ★★✩✩✩



Justin Timberlake stars in this adventure about a poor man whose biggest enemy is time riter-director Andrew Niccol specializes in intelligent science-fiction, and while In Time* is not as clever as his other films Gattaca or Simone, it has more tension and a nice romance. Set far in the future, it imagines a world where people stop ageing at 25. The only problem is that every additional year of life has to be paid for – the rich can be immortal, therefore, while the poor die the moment their personal time-clock reaches zero.This is a world where the phrase “time is money ” is literal – people are paid in



eira Knightley stars as Sabina Speilrein, a patient in the early days of psychoanalysis who has an affair with her analyst, Carl Jung (Michael Fassbender). In the kind of role that Oscar judges like, Knightley spends much of the film screaming and generally being “mad”. Unfortunately, you can sense how much effort she is putting into the role – so instead of being powerful, it just seems calculated and ostentatious. Fassbender and Viggo Mortensen (as Sigmund Freud) aren’t much better – their relationship never comes to life and the actors seem to be too respectful toward the historical figures they’re playing. You don’t even learn much from this forgettable film. ■ RM



reach: atteindre rob: dévaliser set: situé skyscraper: gratte-ciel spree: frénésie thief: voleur



hen filmmaker Andrew Okpeaha MacLean decided to revisit his home town of Barrow in Alaska, he knew he was taking a risk. The sun doesn’t set at all here in winter, and with temperatures of -40° C, On the Ice was an extremely difficult project to realise. But MacLean not only produces a great story, he also captivates us with his presentation of life in an Inuit community. The film is the story of two boys, Qalli and Aivaaq, who are implicated in the death of their friend while hunting. The events that follow are a result of their decision to hide their friend’s body. We watch the pair struggle with their guilt in a community where honesty and family loyalty is paramount . It’s fascinating to watch the mostly amateur cast present the conflict between Inuit tradition and the inescapable influence of the USA. ■ BG VOCABULARY cast: acteurs fuelled: alimenté guilt: culpabilité hunt: chasser louche: dissolu



ostentatious: prétentieux pace: rythme paramount (be ...): être primordial powerful: saisissant



scream: crier set: se coucher struggle: combattre intérieurement



Memento Films



Science fiction ★★★★✩



K



Mars Distribution



In Time



Keira Knightley plays a mad woman in the true story of famous psychoanalysts Jung and Freud



Metropolitan Films



A Dangerous Method



Tower Heist



Twentieth Century Fox



AND



Discover exclusive film reviews on the official Today in English Facebook page: www.facebook.com/todayinenglish under the “notes” (articles) section.
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C



Drama ★★★★✩



Sony Pictures



inema



Anonymous A historical thriller which asks us to believe that Shakespeare didn’t really write those plays and sonnets



F



ew subjects are more likely to anger an English critic than this one’s.The message: William Shakespeare was a fraud.That’s right, the creator of Romeo & Juliet was really Edward De Vere, the Earl of Oxford. Shocking isn’t it?



Not really. The “anti-Stratfordian” debate has been around for years, and is based on historical fact. No one doubts the existence of a genius playwright. But this film examines the entirely credible link between DeVere’s rich vocabulary and Shakespeare’s poetry.There is also the sub-plot of the succession of Queen Elizabeth I and the rebellion against her.



Fantasy ★✩✩✩✩



Beautifully filmed, Anonymous is slow to start, and the switching between past and present is confusing. But it doesn’t matter because the acting is excellent. Joely Richardson and her mother Vanessa Redgrave are impressive as a younger and older Elizabeth I. And the surprise choice of Rhys Ifans (a comic actor) as the Earl of Oxford is a revelation.  BG



Immortals Greek soldier Theseus battles the imprisoned Titans in this orgy of swords and sandals



“W



Metropolitan Films



hat’s it like knowing no one will remember you?” asks Mickey Rourke’s evil character, Hyperion, to the hero at the end of the film. Fittingly, it’s the question we should be asking the makers of this film. The story of Theseus, a Greek peasant who joins the army to fight King Hyperion, Immortals is produced by the same people who made the successful 300. Sadly, epic 3D violence counts for nothing when this story is so artificial it is almost absurd. I thought the saving grace of this film might come from the Greek gods, but they look like Playmobil® sprayed gold so I couldn’t take them seriously. Cinephiles will appreciate the handsome Henry Cavill and the beautiful Freida Pinto. But apart from that, there’s little to recommend Immortals. When people are laughing in their seats and the film is not a comedy, you know you’ve got a problem. ■ *Les Immortels BG
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Anti-Stratfordian: mouvement qui doute que le citoyen de Stratford-upon-Avon nommé William Shakespeare ait réellement composé les œuvres qui lui ont été attribuées. La polémique à ce sujet dure depuis plusieurs siècles.
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VOCABULARY anger: mettre en colère character: personnage fittingly: de façon appropriée



likely: susceptible link: lien peasant: paysan playwright: dramaturge saving grace: ce qui sauve



sprayed gold: peint en doré sub-plot: intrigue secondaire switching: passage sword: épée
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Biopic ★★★✩✩



false: faux fuel: remplir hell: enfer involve: impliquer lead (p.led): mener lust: désir



Action ★★✩✩✩



achel McAdams (great fun in Sherlock Holmes) plays a young, enthusiastic TV producer who is given the job of saving “Daybreak”, a failing breakfast TV show. Her first idea is to bring in legendary news reporter Mike Pomeroy (Harrison Ford) as copresenter alongside Colleen Peck (Diane Keaton).Unfortunately,



the two hate each other and Pomeroy turns out to be a depressed cynic. There are the ingredients for something good here, but this is not it. Diane Keaton is underutilized, and Harrison Ford gives a bland performance. Thankfully McAdams herself has enough charm to save the film from disaster, but not from insignificance. ■



Alex Pettyfer (photo) is Number Four, an alien in human form in this silly but fun supernatural thriller



Sadly, all the sex, cars and explosions in the world can’t stop Nicolas Cage’s character from being a little dull. He’s not even “angry”, just “mildly  perturbed.” In the end, you’re just waiting for someone to take Milton back to where he came from. ■ *Hell Driver. VOCABULARY baddy: méchant capture: saisir character: personnage dull: ennuyeux



Disappointing comedy with Harrison Ford



I Am Number Four Sci-fi ★★★✩✩



Cool cars, big explosions



John Milton: (1608-1674) poète



Morning Glory R



Drive Angry is a testosterone-filled road movie in the style of 1970s exploitation films. It doesn’t take itself too seriously and the 3D action adds an extra, explosive dimension. The plot is totally ridiculous but that is, of course, the point.



anglais célèbre pour ses œuvres épiques comme Paradise Lost, qui raconte la chute de Lucifer et l’origine de l’homme. Ce texte a été traduit en français par Chateaubriand.
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ccording to legend, the entire Ninth Legion of the Roman Empire disappeared somewhere in the north of Britain around AD 120 . Whether this is true or not, the British like the story because it proves their powers of resistance. The Eagle is a fictional story about the son of the Ninth Legion’s commander who, 20 years later, goes into unconquered Britain to find the legion’s standard, the Eagle. The film tries to be historically realistic, but takes itself too seriously and the pace is, at times, too slow. ■ *L’Aigle de la Neuvième Légion



UGC PH



T



A



mildly: légèrement plot: intrigue seduce: séduire smuggle: faire de la contrebande de staff: employés



trade: trafic work: marcher worshipper: adorateur



This film is about aliens who come to Earth to hide from the evil Mogadorians, who destroyed their home planet. The aliens look human but they have superpowers. When the Mogadorians kill Numbers One, Two and Three (in that order), Number Four (who is clearly good at maths) realizes he is next. So, Number Four goes to hide in a small Ohio town where he meets Sarah. They fall in love, but Sarah suspects that he is not normal because his hands keep projecting bright lights. Then the Mogadorians arrive with a truck transporting a giant monster, and things look bad for Number Four. Thankfully, a hot Australian babe on a motorbike arrives ... who is called Number Six! And then… well, you’ve probably got the idea. It’s silly, but entertaining. ■ *Numéro quatre VOCABULARY according to: selon babe: minette bland: terne bright: brillant



failing: en perte d’audience hot: fam, sexy pace: rthyme standard: étendard thankfully: heureusement



turn out to be: s’avérer être truck: camion under-utilized: sous-employé



DreamWorks



Nicolas Cage stars in an explosive 3D film that brings the action right to your cinema seat



This story of ancient Britain won’t impress everyone



Universal



Metropolitan



Drive Angry



Paramount Pictures



A



Action ★★★✩✩



o some, the name John Milton , author of Paradise Lost, evokes images of Satan and hell. But in Drive Angry* it is a different John Milton (Nicolas Cage) whose escape from hell leads him on a crusade against evil. After his daughter is killed and her baby kidnapped by a Satan worshipper, Milton returns to Earth to get the child back. Fuelled by anger and a lust for blood, Milton meets the beautiful Piper (Amber Heard) and the two join forces to fight the evil Jonah King. With their love of cool cars, the two heroes are soon driving across America shooting baddies and seducing bar staff in their search for the baby.



The Eagle



Charismatic hippy becomes an international drug dealer t the time of his arrest in 1987, Howard Marks had 43 different identities and 89 telephone lines. He was described as being “the most sophisticated drug baron of all time” and led a global marijuana trade that involved the IRA, the CIA and the mafia. Yet Marks was nothing like the image we have today of a drug baron. He was a Sixties hippy and schoolteacher who had become involved in drug smuggling almost by accident and then discovered he was good at it. Welsh actor Rhys Ifans captures Marks’ charm and humour very well, and the film works as a comedy. It is less successful at explaining how he kept control of all these different false identities, or how he reconciled his pacifist ideals with working with gangsters and terrorists. ■



Comedy ★★✩✩✩



Cinema



Mr Nice



& BEN GRAFTON



AD120: = Anno Domini 120,
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c’est-à-dire en 120 après Jésus-Christ.
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Cinema Wild Bunch Distribution



HAVING A BAD DAY: Chelan Simmons gets covered with blood in this comedy horror.



Comedy horror★★★★✩



Tucker and Dale vs Evil Two best friends on vacation are mistaken for killers in this hilarious horror parody ...



O



ne look at the poster (left) for Tucker and Dale vs Evil* and the scenario appears obvious: some good-looking college kids are on a camping trip when two psychopaths start killing them in brutal ways. It’s a formula that has worked for US horror films over the years, and has been parodied in films such as Scary Movie. Tucker and Dale vs Evil is just that: a horror parody. But unlike the Scary Movie films, which rely on crude visual gags, it develops its characters. The two “psychopaths”, Tucker and Dale, are not the killers we (or the students) imagine them to be, but a couple of friendly hillbillies on holiday at their
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VOCABULARY crude: grossier frightening: effrayant hillbilly: plouc obnoxious: odieux
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mountain cabin. Far more frightening is the overactive imaginations of the horror-obsessed students.



Horror and hilarity



First-time writer-director Eli Craig creates a hilarious farce, with the maximum amount of blood to satisfy teenage cinema fans. Tucker (played by Alan Tudyk) and Dale (Tyler Labine) are brilliant and the preppy students are appropriately obnoxious.This film brings out all the emotions from horror to hilarity but the moral of the film is this: you can’t judge a book by its cover … or a film by its poster. ■ *Tucker & Dale fightent le mal



10/11/11 16:52



obvious: évident overactive: débordant preppy: BCBG rely on: reposer sur



College: établissement



d’enseignement supérieur. Aux États-Unis, ce mot peut désigner l’université dans son ensemble ou bien l’un de ses départements.



You can’t judge a book by its cover:
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expression qui peut se traduire par “l’habit ne fait pas le moine”.



06/01/12 12:46
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